In this paper, we propose the Fixed-Point Minimum Error Entropy (Fixed-Point MEE) as an alternative to the Minimum Error Entropy (MEE) algorithm for training adaptive systems. The fixed-point algorithms are different from the gradient methods like MEE, and are proven to be faster, more stable and step-size free. This characteristic is due to the second order update similar to Recursive LeastSquares (RLS) that tracks the Wiener solution with every update. We study the effect of design parameters, namely the forgetting factor, the window length, and the kernel size, on the convergence properties of the newly introduced recursive Fixed-Point MEE. Also, we test the performance of both the algorithms for two classic problems of system identification. Finally, we conclude that the Fixed-Point MEE performs better than MEE.
INTRODUCTION
Information Theoretic Learning was made possible with the introduction of smooth sample estimators of entropy as proposed by Principe and collaborators [1] , [2] . The nonparametric entropy estimator is based on Renyi's quadratic entropy, which can be applied directly to data collected from experiments and without imposing any a priori assumptions about the underlying probability density function (PDF). The goal of entropy in supervised learning follows the MSE framework. Given a set of input-desired signal pairs, the entropy of the error over the training dataset is minimized. The procedure is called Minimum Error Entropy (MEE) [3] .
The MEE algorithm is based on simple gradient techniques, so it requires a priori knowledge of the input process statistics (power and dynamic range) to select the learning rate ,u for stability and convergence. Since this knowledge is usually unavailable, the step size is normally estimated prior to the beginning the adaptation process for a given misadjustment or speed of convergence.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in fixed-point algorithms. These algorithms are different from the gradient methods and are proven to be faster, more stable and stepsize free. Fixed-Point algorithms in neural learning theory have received considerable attention due to their properties of low computational requirement and fast iteration convergence [4] , [5] . In the fixed-point algorithms, the computations are made in batch mode, i.e., a large number of data points are used in a single step of the algorithm. In particular, they are parallel, distributed, computationally simple, and require little memory space.
The purpose of this paper is to propose an enhanced MEE training method based on the fixed-point algorithm, which is referred as the Fixed-Point Minimum Error Entropy (Fixed-Point MEE) algorithm. Since there is a need to achieve smooth and fast convergence to the optimal solution using low-complexity learning rules in on-line adaptation, our desire is to come up with a recursive Fixed-Point MEE algorithm. This algorithm, possibly using a forgetting factor, will preserve some information from the past, while updating the weight based on the newly acquired samples.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the concept of MEE. We derive the Fixed-Point MEE in section 3 and modify to the recursive Fixed-Point MEE in section 4. Section 5 deals with simulation results and finally we conclude in section 6. HR2(e) = -log 2(e) de = -log V (e) IN N V(e)= -2 ZZK -(e -ei) <V(O)
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The forgetting recursive entropy estimator updates the information potential according to [6] k Vk+j (e) = (i-)Vk (e) +L E Ki (ek+ ei ) (5) Equation (9) is the basis of our iteration algorithm. Let the weight vector Wk at iteration k be the estimate of an optimal solution. Then, the estimate of the new weight vector at iteration k + 1 according to (9) is,
where the gradient will be updated which in this case corresponds to aT/k I(e) (I1 2)Vk(e) + aw
Notice that ifA = 1, then this recursive gradient reduces to the stochastic information gradient (SIG) [7] . The above mentioned algorithm is based on gradient methods and they involve the selection of right step-sizes to ensure convergence. In general, the step-sizes have an upper bound that is a function of the eigenvalues of the input data.
This fact makes it very hard on many occasions to choose the proper step-size. In next section, we will present a fixedpoint MEE algorithm, which is on-line, step-size free, and faster than the gradient method.
FIXED-POINT MINIMUM ERROR ENTROPY
Given the criterion V(e), and without assuming any prior knowledge about the location of its minimizing argument w*, we wish to devise a procedure that starts from an initial
where RE (Wk ) and PE (Wk) are the pairwise difference autocorrelation and crosscorrelation of the input and desired signals, weighted by the error kernels derived from the entropy formulation. We will call them respectively the entropy weighted delta autocorrelation (ER) matrix and entropy weighted delta crosscorrelation (EP) vector,
This is analogous to the RLS update rule that tracks the Wiener solution with every update [8] .
A standard method for proving the convergence of a fixed-point algorithm is the well-known BanachCaccioppoli contraction theorem [9] , which ensures that in, a complete metric space, a fixed-point algorithm based on a 
Outline of the Fixed-Point MEE Algorithm operations where L is the window length.
SIMULATIONS
In the simulations, we will investigate the effect of the forgetting factor, the window length, and the kernel size on -4L (9) the convergence speed and the convergence accuracy (variance after convergence) of the newly introduced recursive Fixed-Point MEE. Also, we will experimentally verify the different adaptation performance of the recursive Fixed-Point MEE with respect to the recursive MEE. Simulations are particularly useful in this case because the differences between the two algorithms are not as easy to translate to practical measures of convergence rate and misadjustment as in the LMS case. We consider two kinds of plant identification models, a moving-average model (MA), and an autoregressive model (AR). The adaptive weights were initialized randomly for each case. Further, in order to make the result independent of the input and weight initializations, we perform Monte-Carlo simulations with 100 different inputs and 100 different weight initializations for each input.
Example 1: MA(9)
In the first case study, we consider a moving-average model with transfer function given by (order=9) [10] H(z) =0.1+0.2z-1 +0.3z-2 + 0.4z-3 +0.5z
(21) 5 6 7 8 +o.4z-+o.3z-+0.2z-+0.1z
The FIR adaptive filter is selected with equal order (Model Order = 9). The input to both the plant and the adaptive filter is white Gaussian noise with unit power. The objective is to adapt the weights w of an FIR filter so as to emulate the plant as closely as possible. A standard method of comparing the performance in system identification problems is by plotting the weight error norm since this is directly related to misadjustment. In this case ideally, we can exactly track the output of the plant. Although entropy cost functions are designed for identification of nonlinear systems with nonlinear filters, here we are interested in the adaptation performance only, so we chose a very simple linear model and plant to obtain a convex cost function.
In the first simulation, we investigate the effect of the forgetting factor on the convergence time and the convergence accuracy (variance after convergence) of the recursive Fixed-Point MEE. For this purpose, we have utilized this recursion for 2000 iterations. Four different values are used for the forgetting factor: 0.95, 0.5, 0.1, and 0.05. The convergence plots of the estimates are shown in Fig.2 . Starting from the same initial estimate, the three recursions converge after approximately 30, 50, 300 and 600 iterations. As expected, the faster the convergence, the larger the estimation variance is. When we evaluate the variances of the estimated values over the last 200 samples of each convergence curve, we see that larger forgetting factors result in larger variance; the variances (means) are respectively, 2.85x10-60 (1.51x10-30), 2.89x10-61 (5.09x0l3l), 9 .24 x 10-63 (1.41x 10-31), and 4.43 x 10-63 (1.03 x 10-31 ) In these runs, we have used L=100 and sigma=0.707. This result conforms to the well-known general behavior of the forgetting factor in recursive estimates. This is an intrinsic trade-off between speed and variance, which the designer must consider in selecting the forgetting factor.
The second simulation studies the effect of the window length, which approximates the expectation operator. For this purpose, we have fixed the forgetting factor to A = 0.1, and the kernel size to u = 0.707 . Three values of L are tried: 10, 100, and 1000. The results of the recursive FixedPoint MEE using these three different window lengths are shown in Fig.3 . As expected, the speed of convergence is not affected by the variations in this parameter. Only, the estimation variance after convergence is a little affected. Specifically, the variances (means) of the estimates for these three cases over the last 200 iterations of the recursion are 2.34x10 61(4.59x10 31), 1.07x 10-62(1.14x10 31), and 8.84x10-6 (2.95x10-31 ). This conforms to the general behavior of the sample mean approximation for expectation: The more samples used, the smaller the variance gets. The trade-off in the selection of this parameter is between the accuracy after convergence and the memory requirement. The larger L gets, the more storage space is required for previous samples in memory; on the other hand, estimation variance is decreased.
This third simulation investigates the effect of kernel size on the convergence performance of the recursive FixedPoint MEE. As we know, Parzen windowing has a bias that increases with larger kernel sizes, whereas its variance increases with smaller kernel sizes. The convergence plots of the recursions for various values of the kernel size are shown in Fig.4 . In all runs, the forgetting factor was fixed to 0.1 and the window length was taken as 100. For the Gaussian kernel function with sizes of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 and 1, the variances (means) over the last 200 samples of the recursions turned out to be 4.34x10-63 (1.46x10-31), 4 .68x10-63 (1.21x10-31 ), 2.64x10-63 (1.17x10-31 ) and 3.89x10-63(1.26x10-31). The speed and accuracy of convergence is not affected by the variations of the kernel size for this example. On the other hand, as can be observed in the enlarged plot, the smaller the kernel size the flatter is the slope of the weight error curve at the origin, followed by a sharp drop before convergence.
The purpose of the fourth simulation is to show the faster convergence of the recursive Fixed-Point MEE compared to the recursive MEE for the same misadjustment. Fig.5 We have investigated the effect of the forgetting factor, the window length, and the kernel size on the convergence properties of the Fixed-Point MEE in simulations. Increased forgetting factor resulted in faster convergence, smaller misadjustment and larger variance. Increased window length had no effect on convergence speed and larger variance. Increased kernel size had no effect on convergence speed and accuracy, but resulted in a weight error curve that descended more sharply and then by a gradual slope to the final value.
Finally, we tested the performance of the recursive MEE and the recursive Fixed-Point MEE on the adaptation of FIR filter for MA (9) and AR(1) system. We conclude that the recursive Fixed-Point MEE converges much faster than the recursive MEE. However, the complexity of the fixed point MEE is much higher than that of the recursive MEE using a gradient approach. However, in applications where speed is crucial, the enhanced convergence speed may be preferable.
There are important aspects that need further investigation. The first is the proof of convergence. Although during all our simulations the Fixed Point MEE was always stable, there is no theoretical proof of convergence. The other aspect is to try to simplify the updates of the inverse of the entropy weighted delta autocorrelation function. The determining term is the product DA-1B, which is Lx L dimension. We need to design L as a compromise between accuracy and complexity.
